Gloves for Mechanical & Electric Hands – Adult & Youth

Elegance Gloves:

Elegance™ cosmetic gloves are available for Bock-style electric and mechanical hands. They are generally not suitable for passive hands because they are designed for hands with an opposing thumb. When ordering a passive prosthetic hand, specify the gender and request the matching glove.

Elegance Gloves are considerably longer than most cosmetic gloves and they can be trimmed to length as required. At 25” long, these gloves are suitable for all levels of trans-radial prostheses and in some cases, trans-humeral prostheses. They have good definition for a production glove.

Elegance Gloves are available in PVC and in silicone. Tufsil 3™ Silicone is preferred for its superior stain-resistance and elasticity, although PVC may be a better choice when the glove is exposed to harsh conditions causing abrasion or tearing. Certain sizes are available in male, female or gender-neutral styles. Additionally, gloves are available in 19 colors. Therefore, you will need to select the best color match by comparing the client's skin tone to color swatches supplied by the manufacturer.

TG300XX 8¼” Elegance Glove, PVC, Male, left (shown)
For Bock-style 8¼” hands, left
Specify glove color - EXX

TSG300XX 8¼” Elegance Glove, silicone, Male, left (shown)
For Bock-style 8¼” hands, left
Specify glove color - EXX

TG301XX 8¼” Elegance Glove, PVC, Male, right
For Bock-style 8¼” hands, right
Specify glove color - EXX

TSG301XX 8¼” Elegance Glove, silicone, Male, right
For Bock-style 8¼” hands, right
Specify glove color - EXX

TG302XX 7¾” Elegance Glove, PVC, Male, left (shown)
For Bock-style 7¾” hands, left
Specify glove color - EXX

TSG302XX 7¾” Elegance Glove, silicone, Male, left (shown)
For Bock-style 7¾” hands, left
Specify glove color - EXX

TG303XX 7¾” Elegance Glove, PVC, Male, right
For Bock-style 7¾” hands, right
Specify glove color - EXX

TSG303XX 7¾” Elegance Glove, silicone, Male, right
For Bock-style 7¾” hands, right
Specify glove color - EXX
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TG304XX  7¼” Elegance Glove, PVC, Female, left (shown)
For Bock-style 7¼” hands, left
Specify glove color - EXX

TSG304XX  7¼” Elegance Glove, silicone, Female, left (shown)
For Bock-style 7¼” hands, left
Specify glove color - EXX

TG305XX  7¼” Elegance Glove, PVC, Female, right
For Bock-style 7¼” hands, right
Specify glove color - EXX

TSG305XX  7¼” Elegance Glove, silicone, Female, right
For Bock-style 7¼” hands, right
Specify glove color – EXX

TG306XX  7¼” Elegance Glove, PVC, Youth, left (shown)
For Bock-style 7¼” hands, left
Specify glove color - EXX

TSG306XX  7¼” Elegance Glove, silicone, Youth, left (shown)
For Bock-style 7¼” hands, left
Specify glove color - EXX

TG307XX  7¼” Elegance Glove, PVC, Youth, right
For Bock-style 7¼” hands, right
Specify glove color - EXX

TSG307XX  7¼” Elegance Glove, silicone, Youth, right
For Bock-style 7¼” hands, right
Specify glove color - EXX

Cosmetic Glove Colors:

E24658  RSLSteeper Color Swatch Set
Select glove color from swatch – “E” colors